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kudrat was released on july 20, 1984. the film was directed by s. s. rajamouli and produced by b. v. n. prasad under the banner of sri venkateswara raju productions. it starred n. t. rama rao, lakshmi and rajanala in the lead roles. cinematography was handled by s. k. ramaswamy and p. c. sreeram, and the editing was
done by s. krishna reddy. kudrat (1984) in telugu. in 1982, rajinikanth was suffering from a brain tumor. he was hospitalized, and his health conditions deteriorated. on 26 february 1982, he was brought in a helicopter to the hospital from the chennai international airport. when he reached the hospital, he was already
unconscious. he was kept under the supervision of his family members, who were not informed about his condition. in the afternoon of 27 february, rajinikanth died at the hospital. download hindi movies. full hd movies. telugu movies. tamil movies. malayalam movies. kannada movies. download telugu movies online.
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